On 1 March (Tuesday), EMINIO was still missing, and HENRY was on a business trip in D.C. There was no sign of him at the BURLINGTON or EVENING Star offices where he usually worked. The situation was becoming critical, and HENRY's absence was being felt by the staff.

On 2 March, EMINIO was last seen leaving the office at 5:30 PM. He was wearing a blue suit and carrying a briefcase. There were no signs of violence or injury. The staff was relieved to hear this, as there were fears for his safety.

On 3 March, HENRY returned to work, looking tired and pale. He was met with a warm welcome and asked for updates on the search for EMINIO. The staff was grateful to have him back, even if he was not in the best state.

On 4 March, a tip came in that EMINIO had been seen near the BURLINGTON office. The staff went to the building to check, but there was no sign of him. They were frustrated and began to wonder if he might have been taken.

On 5 March, EMINIO was finally found in a park near the office. He was unharmed and seemed to be in good spirits. The staff was overjoyed to see him again.

On 6 March, EMINIO was transferred to another office in the same building. The staff was happy to know that he was safe and would continue working.

On 7 March, EMINIO was promoted to a higher position in the company. The staff was proud of his achievements and wished him well in his new role.

On 8 March, EMINIO was seen smiling and laughing with his colleagues. It was clear that he was happy and content in his new position.

On 9 March, EMINIO was given a special award for his contributions to the company. The staff was proud of him and congratulated him on his success.

On 10 March, EMINIO was seen working late into the night. The staff admired his dedication and knew that he would continue to excel in his new role.

On 11 March, EMINIO was seen leading a meeting with the company's top executives. The staff was impressed by his leadership skills and knew that he was a valuable asset to the company.

On 12 March, EMINIO was seen preparing for a major presentation. The staff was supportive and wished him good luck.

On 13 March, EMINIO was seen leaving the office late at night. The staff was proud of his hard work and knew that he would continue to succeed.

On 14 March, EMINIO was seen enjoying a dinner with his family. The staff was proud of his accomplishments and wished him a happy family life.

On 15 March, EMINIO was seen signing a contract with a major client. The staff was proud of his negotiating skills and knew that he would continue to be successful.

On 16 March, EMINIO was seen working on a top-secret project. The staff was proud of his dedication and knew that he would continue to excel.

On 17 March, EMINIO was seen leading a team of employees in a successful project. The staff was proud of his leadership and knew that he would continue to be a valuable asset to the company.

On 18 March, EMINIO was seen celebrating his birthday with his colleagues. The staff was proud of his accomplishments and wished him a happy birthday.

On 19 March, EMINIO was seen making a significant discovery in his field. The staff was proud of his contributions and knew that he would continue to be a leader in his field.

On 20 March, EMINIO was seen receiving a promotion. The staff was proud of his achievements and knew that he would continue to be successful.

On 21 March, EMINIO was seen making a major decision for the company. The staff was proud of his leadership and knew that he would continue to be a valuable asset to the company.

On 22 March, EMINIO was seen working on a new project. The staff was proud of his dedication and knew that he would continue to be successful.

On 23 March, EMINIO was seen celebrating the company's anniversary with his colleagues. The staff was proud of his accomplishments and wished him a happy anniversary.

On 24 March, EMINIO was seen giving a speech to the company's shareholders. The staff was proud of his leadership and knew that he would continue to be a valuable asset to the company.

On 25 March, EMINIO was seen signing a new contract with a major client. The staff was proud of his negotiating skills and knew that he would continue to be successful.

On 26 March, EMINIO was seen working on a top-secret project. The staff was proud of his dedication and knew that he would continue to excel.

On 27 March, EMINIO was seen leading a team of employees in a successful project. The staff was proud of his leadership and knew that he would continue to be a valuable asset to the company.

On 28 March, EMINIO was seen celebrating his anniversary with his colleagues. The staff was proud of his accomplishments and wished him a happy anniversary.

On 29 March, EMINIO was seen giving a speech to the company's shareholders. The staff was proud of his leadership and knew that he would continue to be a valuable asset to the company.

On 30 March, EMINIO was seen signing a new contract with a major client. The staff was proud of his negotiating skills and knew that he would continue to be successful.

On 31 March, EMINIO was seen working on a top-secret project. The staff was proud of his dedication and knew that he would continue to excel.
EUGENIO, after being released, was going to his apartment and starting there to LCIA's house, where he tried to establish contact with HENRY but LCIA and HENRY was having no part of it and refused his help, only as soon instructed LCIA, EUGENIO and BAPI. On a compromise 2 March, contact was made with HENRY who delivered to HENRY the package of General Situation reports which his man still in Cuba to retrieve from the apartment on afternoon of 6 March (two days previous to EUGENIO's release). Unless NASS exaggerated, he stated that his man had found men here to the apartment with him. In all his stay and all persons therein and checking for documents, HENRY had reviewed these reports missing when he had arrived at the apartment. He therefore removed the files materials, his address book and other personal documents and had taken them to LCIA's house that night shortly after being released. It was Eugenio who had called the owner of HENRY's previous apartment. EUGENIO stated that after HENRY had left him on evening of 2 March, he tried to take packages reports back to FELIPE and also list of BAPI's agents but not finding...

EUGENIO was relieved to have that package of dynamite with him, he had taken it to SIMPLIO's house where he left it...

EVERYTHING had been cleared out of EUGENIO's apartment. HENRY has never kept a copy of paper in his house and it doesn't seem anything that anyone in future will ever wish to do so.

It is very apparent that something better must be arranged to secure services. Also, starting with next time, selecting, names of sitting or unsitting sources will not be included in reports. They shall be referred to as sitting, reliable, friends, overhear, etc.

To report of the difficulties for a person to hide here would be HENRY, LCIA was of great assistance to HENRY but people who knew her were willing to hide her but not HENRY. Therefore, HENRY always had to move the next day. On evening of 5 March, when SIMPLIO was free, LCIA's mother started calling all over the city to give her daughter the glad news and never considered to stay away from home even after having spoken to EUGENIO at the mother's house by phone. Again, LCIA's mother calling continuously all over the city, forced HENRY to have to move in time in one night...

Please be assured, everyone has been instructed to get themselves a SH and stay safely. HENRY know and the re-adaptation route is matter on priority.